
 

 

Hex  Slippers 

Whip up these cute slippers in a day (or just a night if you’re a seasoned 

pro).  While these may look familiar to you from other patterns, I assure 

you, they are different in the way they go together & fit much nicer.  

They are also much easier to make.   There is no hassling with the sole 

section.  Each slipper is just 4 hexagons.  The secret is in the nifty joining 

technique.  No sewing required.  It’s all single crocheted together and 

creates a nice edging.  For those of you who have tried other hexagon 

slippers & bootie patterns only to have them come out all weird when 

you put on the sole…  You will LOVE this pattern.  It fixes the extra 

hexagon point at the heel section so there is no more poofing out or 

having to grapple with easing in extra material so it lays flat.  I have tried 

most of the hex bootie patterns and just hated how making a pair of 

shoes was such a chore & hit or miss if they would look decent.  So I 

came up with this fix & I think you’ll really find it to be the perfect pair 

slippers for your gift giving… and with all the time you’ll save making 

these… you can make a pair or two for yourself!  

Materials – Red Heart Super Saver yarn.  You can use as few or as many colors as you want.  If you use only 1 color it 

takes 1 super saver skein (7 oz).  Pattern tells you were to join yarn for color changes but I’ll leave which colors up to 

you. 

Small size – F hook (very small women’s size) 

Medium size – G hook (fits women’s small to medium size) 

Large size – H hook (fits women’s large / men’s small) 

Extra large size – I hook (fits women’s x-large / men’s medium) 

For men’s large you can use 2 strands held together and K hook (hint from another crocheter so it’s not tested) 

Note:  use firm tension throughout or your slippers will be flimsy and stretch out 

 

Hexagon motif (make eight) 

Create a magic circle…   or chain four and slip stitch to create a circle, whichever you prefer.  

Round one (Flower Center): chain four (counts as first treble crochet), 17 treble crochet into circle, join at top of chain 

four.  Finish off.  (18 treble crochet) 

Round two (clusters): join yarn into any top of a treble crochet from previous round, slip stitch three (counts as first part 

of cluster stitch),* yarn over hook, insert into same treble crochet, yarn over hook pull up a loop to match the height of 

the previous chain three*, keeping all loops on hook repeat from between the asterisks, holding all loops on hook yarn 

over and pull through all the loops. Chain one.  Cluster stitch made.  The next petal cluster stitch will not have the first 



 

 

chain three.  Using same cluster stitch method, *yarn over hook, pull up a loop* repeat three more times between 

asterisks, yarn over hook, pull through all loops on hook, so that this makes another cluster in the next treble crochet. 

Chain one. Continue in this manner around the circle making a cluster stitch in the top of each treble crochet on round 

one with one chain stitch between them until you have made a total of 18 clusters in every treble around the circle with 

one chain stitch between each of them.  Join with a slip stitch to the top of the first cluster.  Finish off. 

Round three:  join yarn into any space between clusters from previous round.  Chain 3 (counts as first part of cluster), 

insert hook into space of previous round where you joined, yarn over hook pull up a loop, yarn over hook pull through 

two loops on your hook but keeping two loops on your hook unworked, insert hook into same space between clusters, 

yarn over hook pull up a loop, yarn over hook pull through two loops on your hook keeping now 3 loops on your hook 

unworked,  yarn over hook pull through all three loops (first cluster made).  Chain 2.  Your next cluster will be made in 

the space between the next two petal clusters on the previous round.  Making a cluster as you did before but omit the 

chain 3,* insert hook into space, yarn over hook pull up a loop, yarn over hook pull through two loops, leaving a loop left 

unworked on your hook*, repeat two more times (total of 3 times for each cluster) from between the asterisks, you 

should now have four loops on your hook, yarn over, pull through all four loops, and then ch 2. (cluster plus chain 2 

made)  Continue making clusters between the clusters on the previous round below in all 18 spaces around the motif.  

Chain two between each cluster.  After last cluster is made, chain two, and attach with a slip stitch to the top of the first 

cluster you made on that round.  Finish off. 

Round four:  attach yarn in any space between previous round of clusters, chain three, four double crochet in the same 

space you just joined in,* three double crochet in the next space between the next clusters on previous round, and 

again, three double crochet in next space between clusters on previous round, then five double crochets in next space 

between clusters*.  Repeat between asterisks.  Continue pattern of five- three- three, double crochets in each space 

between leaves until all 18 spaces are filled and join with slip stitch to first double crochet.  Finish off.  You will notice 

this has created your hexagon shape. 

 

Joining- this is the tricky part but its easy if you just follow the diagrams below.  Holding two hexagons with wrong sides 

together, you will work a series of single crochets through both pieces at the same time.  This not only sews your pieces 

together to make the slipper, but it gives a nice edging to your entire piece.  Line up your stitches so that sections of five 



 

 

double crochets match up on both pieces…  so the hexagons are identical over the top of one another.  Join yarn in the 

middle double crochet of a set of five which would be the middle of a hexagon point.  Remember to work through both 

hexagons throughout the joining unless otherwise instructed.  Two single crochet in the same stitch that you joined 

(counts as 3 sc in middle dc of set of 5 on previous round).  Continue working through both hexagons, work 10 single 

crochets across to the next point of hexagons, then work two single crochets in the next double crochet.  Unfold your 

two hexagons while keeping your work intact.  Pick up a another hexagon, aligning it wrong sides together along the 

next edge (see diagram below), line up your stitches the same way you did before, two single crochets through both 

hexagons in the next double crochet, work 10 single crochets across edge to the next corner, then work 3 single crochets 

in the next double crochet which should be the middle double crochet of a set of five double crochets which is the 

corner.  DO NOT FINISH OFF.  Your piece should look like this: (where the red lines are the row of single crochet that 

joins both ankle hexagons to the toe hexagon.    

You will continue this row around the toe section now.    

Keeping your stitches intact, align your 4th hexagon to make the sole at the front of the foot.  Don’t worry, you will stitch 

the heel of the sole later.  We are just going to attach and edge around the toe & sole hexagons now. 

Holding WRONG SIDES TOGETHER with your connected piece (as shown above) on TOP, align your 4th hexagon under the 

toe so it matches.  Make sure your right side of the sole hexagon is facing downward so that you’ve got your wrong sides 

together toward the inside of your shoe.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Continue here.  
Single crochet around 
toe thru both pieces to 
connect.  Follow the 
arrows.  

End here.  

Finish off. 

Sole hexagon 
underneath 

 This edge is folded 
inward and single 
crocheted to 
corresponding edge of 
sole piece.  

Continue to this 
side with same 
row of single 
crochet 



 

 

 

 

Now you have to flip the whole shoe over to work on the sole side.  You will make a continuous seam of single crochet 

edging just like you did for the top part, however this one will make an inverted V underneath the foot on the sole.   

 

Here is a photo of the bottom of the shoe so you can see how the V forms  

 

Finally, you will attach red yarn at the mid-point of the V under the sole and work through both pieces of the ankle/side 

hexagons in order to join the heel seam all the way to the back of the ankle (shown by arrow on photo below)… THEN… 

without finishing off…  simply turn your work upright and…   

Continue working in single crochet around the foot opening of the slipper to make a nice edge all the way around the 

top of your slipper.  In this photo I have used a reverse single crochet, also called a backward single crochet…  however 

just using a nice firm single crochet around will suffice to create a finishing border on the shoe.   If you want the ridged 

look of the backward crochet stitch you can Google it online and there are tutorials on YouTube galore on how to do it.   

 

Side / ankle 

fold inward 

Sole bottom. 

Folded seam, 

start here 

Folded seam, 

end here 

Side / ankle 

fold inward 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: you can add 2 more hexagons to the ankle area to make booties.  Guys tend to like the boots better & the tops 

can be folded down for even more variation on the boot look.   

 

Feel free to make & sell the slipper booties from this pattern but do not reproduce this pattern, publish or distribute it in 

any way.    

© ChelseaCraft 2014 
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All rights reserved.   

Sole bottom. 

Join here, sc 

thru both 

sides for seam 

Once you get 

up here, keep 

going by sc 

around ankle 

opening. 


